
Friends of the Sun 

Once upon a time, there was a smart little girl named Emma. 

She enjoyed reading. She had no friends because she could 

not speak, and it was hard for her to play with the other 

children. Her only friends were a carpet, a unicorn, and 

stories books. 

Every day she went to the perfumed flower garden, layed 

down on the carpet, placed the unicorn beside her, and 

walked into the magical world of stories. 

 

     



 

 
 

 

       



 
 

 

 

       



        
But in those times the earthly peace was threatened by the 

forces of Evil: the witch Dema and her help, named Tica, a 

hideous minion and just as evil as his master. They wanted to 

take possession of the whole Earth, and as they loved 

darkness and lived in a cave as ugly and cold as they did, 

they began to make plans to conquer the world in the dark.  

They knew that people, lacking the light of the Sun and the 

Moon, would become powerless, fearful, and eventually 

subjected to the Force of Darkness. They were preparing 

some potions in their hiding place, which had the power to 

turn anything and everyone into what they wanted. 



During one of the beautiful summer days, while she was in 

the garden with her friends, Emma heard some voices 

nearby: they were Dema and Tica, planning in detail what 

was going to happen. At the sunset, while the Sun's rays 

were pale, and the Moon was preparing to come proud on the 

sky, the two evil will climb the broom and fly to the two, 

spreading the potion to transform them: The Sun will 

become a black rose, and the moon the vase in which it will 

stand. Once transformed, they will be taken to their cave, 

hidden at the end of the world, over seven seas and seven 

countries. Thus, Dema and Tica will become masters over all 

the breath, reigning in the Kingdom of Darkness. 

These words greatly frightened Ema, who ran to the carpet, 

and began to weep with bitter tears, hugging the unicorn. 

She could not speak to warn, and the sunset was so close ... 

Her tears grew endlessly from the cheek to the unicorn, to 

the book, then to the carpet, and the more she cried, the 

brighter they became. Suddenly, the carpet began to float 

slightly, and the unicorn blinked. The two brought life. Emma 

stopped crying, wondering what was going on. She did not 

believe that what she was seeing was true.  



 

The two of them turned around the girl a few times, they 

reached her gently and whispered to her: 

"Do not worry, dear friend, we will prevent them from 

harming the World! 

But it was too late. Dema and Tica were already on the 

broom in the sky, and were approaching the Sun at an 

amaizing speed. While the latter was preparing to salute the 

Moon, the two evil spreaded the magical potion upon them, 

and in a moment the darkness took control of the whole 

Earth.    

 

             



        

Overwhelmed by the darkness, Ali and Dusty were trying to 

find the way to the two malefics, but in vain. They were 

spinning in a circle, without succeeding in following Demea 

and Tica. Suddenly, from the book that had been left on the 

carpet, there was a bright light. It was Holy Sunday, the 

one that always helps those with good intentions. She gave 

the two of them superhuman powers: Ali, through his horn, 

could spread a magic rainbow, and Dusty, shaking, spreaded 

the magic, brilliant dust; then she showed them the way to 

the witch's hiding place. She had to cross over seven seas 

and seven countries, led by Ali's rainbow. If it happened to 

make a mistake when counting,  the two would lost their way 

forever, beacuse the rainbow would have dissappeared. 



Ali and Dusty thanked Holy Sunday, promised each other to 

be very careful, embraced Emma, and started on the road. 

Still stunned but very attentive, the two friends managed to 

get on the road, guided by the rainbow. Arrived in front of 

the cave, Ali and Dusty gathered all their strengths and 

prepared for battle. Dusty shaked three times with power, 

and the magical and brilliant dust spread so brightly that 

Dema and Tica no longer saw anything around them, 

preventing them from sprinkling them with their magical 

potion. Also Ali tried a few times to shake himself, and 

threw rainbow waves on the two, that fell to the ground, 

powerless.  

       



      

 

   



 

Ali and Dusty rushed to take the bad guys in their own 

hiding place and release the two stars. Once they entered, 

the rainbow and magic dust brought to life the splendor of 

the Sun and the Moon, and Dema and Tică were forever 

locked in their own dark and cold cave. The handsome Sun 

and the proud Moon thanked the two friends and rush to 

climb the sky where they were, and watched over the good, 

hardworking and faithful people. Ali and Dusty came back to 

Emma, embraced and resumed the old habits: they were 

accompanying Emma every day in the fragrant garden and, 



under the mild and suave comfort of the Sun and the Moon, 

were travelling to fairy lands. 

"Thank you!" Emma murmured to Ali and Dusty. "You are the 

dearest and most precious friends!"  

The Sun smiled merrily and sent them a warm summer 

breeze.  

 

Class: Preparatory Class A 

 

 

   


